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Abstract 
Colbourn, C.J. and ES. Mahmoodian, Support sizes of sixfold triple systems, Discrete Mathematics 
115 (1993) 103-131. 
The support size of a triple system is the number of distinct triples appearing in it. We essentially 
determine the possible support sizes for triple systems with index six, leaving only one value in doubt 
for each order v=8 (mod 12); in the process, we establish strong necessary conditions on the 
spectrum of support sizes for triple systems with any index AZ 0. 
1. Background 
A triple system TS(v, 1,) of order v and index ;1 is a v-set V of elements, together with 
a collection .?B of 3-element subsets of V, called triples or blocks. Each 2-subset of Vis 
contained in precisely 2 of the blocks. Triple systems are in some sense the simplest 
balanced incomplete block designs, and hence there is a large body of literature 
concerning them. 
The number of blocks in a TS(v, 2) is determined by the parameters; it is Av(v- 1)/6. 
However, the definition permits g to contain a block more than once, and hence the 
number of distinct blocks in a TS(v, 2) is not determined uniquely. The support of 
a triple system with blocks ~8 is the set LB* of distinct blocks; the support size is the 
number of distinct blocks, 1 Si?* I. Designs with small support have statistical applica- 
tions in sampling, and in the design of experiments; see [l 1,261 and references therein. 
Moreover, the support size of triple systems is related to the intersection problem for 
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triple systems; the latter problem has attracted much attention [21,23]. For these 
reasons, we develop general methods for determining the possible support sizes of 
TS(u, A) systems; we establish necessary conditions, and prove sufficiency for A=6. 
Let SS(u, A.) denote the set of support sizes of triple systems TS(u, A). SS(u, 2) has 
been completely determined by Rosa and Hoffman [23], and SS(v, 3) has been 
completely determined by Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S]. On the basis of these 
results, and the results for A= 6 in this paper, we advance a conjecture on the spectrum 
of support sizes for all 1. 
Given v and A, let m,=Lv(u- 1)/6 J , and s, = L v(v + 2)/6 1 . Let M, be the smaller of 
(Av(u- 1))/6 and (t;). If there is no TS(v, A), the spectrum PS(u, A) of possible support 
sizes is empty; when a TS(v, A) exists, define PS(v, A) according to the following table: 
v (mod 12) PS(u, 2) 
024 {s,, . . . , M,)\{s,+ 1) 
1,3,7,9 {m,, .. . , M,)\{~,+L m,+2, m,+3, mu+51 
2 {s,+% ..., M”) 
5, 11 {m, + 7, . . . ) M,)\{m,+8* m,+9> 
6, 10 {s,+I,...,M,} 
8 {sv+7,..., K}\{s,+8} 
The Support Size Conjecture. For u${6, 7,8, 9, 10, 12, 14}, if A#v-2, SS(v, A)= 
PS(v, A); and SS(u, v-2)=PS(u, v-2)\{M,-5, M,-3, M,--2, M,- l}. 
In support of this conjecture, we recall two useful theorems. 
Theorem A [23]. For all v=O, 1 (mod 3), v$(6,9, 10, 12}, SS(u, 2)=PS(u, 2). SS(6,2)= 
{lo). sS(9,2)={12,18,20-24). SS(10,2)=PS(lO, 2)\(E). SS(I2,2)=PS(12,2)\{30}. 
Theorem B [S]. For all VE 1 (mod 2), u${7,9>, SS(u, 3)=PS(v, 3). SS(7, 3)={7, 11, 
13-15, 17-21). SS(9,3)= {12,18,2&36}. 
In this paper, we prove the support size conjecture for ;1=6, leaving in doubt one 
value (s, + 8) for u E 8 (mod 12). The case of A= 6 is of particular interest because it is 
the smallest index for which all congruence classes for v are admissible. Moreover, 
since for any integer I> 1, SS(v, A) c SS(v, U), determining SS(u, 6) essentially deter- 
mines the spectrum of smaller support sizes of triple systems for every order u and 
index 1. 
We assume familiarity with recursive constructions for triple systems, with group 
divisible designs, and with graph factorizations in the subsequent constructions. We 
refer the reader to [2] for definitions in graph theory, and to [l, 251 for background in 
designs not given here. 
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2. Necessary conditions 
Our first task is to determine what values cannot be realized as support sizes. In 
order to do this, we employ a large body of graph-theoretic tools, and resort to 
computational methods for the harder cases. We do not report on the results of each 
case in the computer searches performed, but rather outline the methods used to make 
the search tractable. 
First we observe that M, is the maximum; for i < u - 2, it can be realized only when 
no block is repeated. For 1-2 u- 2, M, is the total number of distinct triples on 
v elements. 
One main tool in determining the necessary conditions is to consider the pairs 
appearing in triples with a fixed element. The neighbourhood N, of an element x in 
a TS(u, A)(V’, 4?) is defined as follows: 
N,={{Y,z}: {x,Y,z)E~}. 
N, is a multiset in which the repetitions of pairs are retained. Neighbourhoods in 
triple systems have been extensively studied, both in their own right (see [S], for 
example), and to study support sizes [12, IS]. 
N, is a collection of unordered pairs on the set V\(x}. Hence N, is a (v- 1)-vertex 
multigraph; in addition, since every element appears in 1 blocks with x, the multi- 
graph so obtained is A-regular. Let S, be the simple graph obtained from N, by 
suppressing repeated edges, and let s(S,) be the number of edges in S,. Then we have 
the following. 
Lemma 2.1. A triple system (V, W) has support size b* if and only if 
b* =f c E(&). 
XCV 
Proof. Each distinct block (x, y, z} corresponds to a single edge in S,, a single edge in 
S,, and a single edge in S,. 0 
Lemma 2.1 is straightforward, but provides the needed correspondence between 
support size of the triple system and the support sizes of its neighbourhoods. We 
demonstrate an easy application of it first. 
Lemma 2.2. Let b* be the support size of a TS(u, A). Then $v is odd, b* am,; and ifv is 
even, b* > s,. 
Proof. Consider the v neighbourhoods in the triple system. Each is a I-regular graph 
on v- 1 vertices. If u is odd, the minimum number of distinct edges in a neighbour- 
hood is (v - 1)/2, obtained by repeating each edge of a l-factor 1 times. Hence b* > m,. 
If u is even, the minimum number of distinct edges is obtained by taking a triangle and 
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repeating each edge 3 il times, and (u - 4)/2 disjoint edges each repeated 1 times. Hence 
.s(S,) B (u + 2)/2, and b* > s,. 0 
The excess over the minimum m, is essentially determined by the edges not 
appearing in L-times repeated triples. We denote by G, the simple graph obtained 
from S, by removing all vertices of degree one. In order to consider all neighbour- 
hoods simultaneously, we introduce a second main tool. Given a TS(o, A), its reduced 
graph 9 has as an edge each pair which does not appear in a I-times repeated triple of 
the triple system. Hence 3 is the graph of edges which do appear in l-times repeated 
triples, and the edges of K, are partitioned by the subgraphs 9’ and 3. 
The triple system TS(v, 1) can be partitioned into two partial triple systems 
PTS(v, A), ~8~ and Bz. 98i has each triple repeated 2 times, and hence consists of 
2 copies of a PTS(v, 1); the pairs appearing in triples of W1 are precisely the pairs of 3. 
The leave of a partial triple system of order u and index A is a (multi)graph on 
u vertices, where each edge (x, y} appears ,? - s times if and only if the corresponding 
pair appears in s triples of the triple system. A multigraph is a A-leave if and only if it is 
the leave of a PTS(u, 1). Powerful necessary conditions for a graph to be a L-leave 
have been developed (see [3,7]). To apply these results, we make the following 
observations. 
Lemma 2.3. The reduced graph Y of a TS(u, 2) is a l-leave. 
Proof. Consider the partial triple system PTS(u, 1) whose triples are obtained by 
taking one copy of each triple appearing ;1 times. The leave of this partial triple system 
is the reduced graph 9. 0 
Lemma 2.4. For a TS(u, A) with reduced graph 9, let %’ be a connected component of 
Y with II vertices. Then 23’ is a A-leave of a PTS(n, 2). 
Proof. Consider the partial triple system PTS(n, 1) obtained by including all triples 
which contain a pair of 9’; the leave of this partial system is 29’. 0 
Next we recall three well-known conditions for a multigraph to be a i-leave. 
Lemma 2.5 [3,7]. If G is the leave of a PTS(u, A), then: 
(i) the number of edges in G is congruent to 3 Au(u- 1) module 3, 
(ii) the degree of each vertex in G is congruent to A(v- 1) module 2, and 
(iii) for every partition (X, Y) of the vertex set of G into two parts of sizes s and v-s, if 
i is the number of edges of G lying inside the classes, and c is the number of edges crossing 
between the classes, 
Is(s-l)+;l(u-s)(u-s-l)-2i>ils(v-s)-c. 
Moreover, equality must hold if G induces triangle-free graphs on X and Y. 
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Lemma 2.5 gives strong structural information about the reduced graph %J. The fact 
that 9 is not just a l-leave, but also a reduced graph, allows us to establish another 
easy structural property. 
Lemma 2.6. Every edge of 9 is in at least two triangles of Y. 
Proof. Consider an edge of 9; this corresponds to a pair of elements in the triple 
system, which by definition are not contained in a A-times repeated triple. Hence this 
pair appears in at least two triples, each appearing fewer than il times. But the edges of 
each of this triples appear as triangles in 99. 0 
Again, this is a simple observation, but it enables us to obtain a useful bound. 
Lemma 2.1. Let t be the number of distinct triples appearing fewer than A times each in 
a TS(v, A), and let 9 be the corresponding reduced graph. Then the support size of the 
triple system is precisely mU-_Le(%)/3]+t, which is at least mv+re(9?)/31. 
Proof. The first expression is easily obtained by counting the pairs; the second is 
obtained by using Lemma 2.6. 17 
With tools on neighbourhoods and leaves in hand, we are prepared to improve the 
basic conditions given in Lemma 2.2. We deal with odd orders, and subsequently with 
even orders. 
2.1. Necessity for odd orders 
Let us consider the reduced graph $9 of a TS(v, 1) for v odd. By Lemma 2.3, $9 is 
a l-leave; hence by Lemma 2.5(ii), $9 has all of its vertex degrees even. Moreover, using 
Lemma 2.6, Y has no vertices of degree two. 
Lemma 2.8. For v = 1,3 (mod 6), (m, + 1, m, + 2, m, + 3, m, + 5) n SS(v, A) = 8. 
Proof. Let b*ESS(v, A). For b* >m,, 9 has at least one vertex of nonzero degree. If 
‘9 has minimum degree six, it has at least 21 edges, and hence by Lemma 2.7, 
b* > m, + 6. Hence 99 has a vertex of degree four. Then 9 has at least 12 edges, and by 
Lemma 2.7, b* 2 m, + 4. If B has precisely twelve edges, it is the unique 4-regular graph 
on six vertices, and hence the number of distinct triples not repeated I times must be 
eight (each edge is in exactly two distinct triples). But in this case, Lemma 2.7 ensures 
that b* = m, + 4. Otherwise, V must have seven vertices and fifteen edges, and degree 
sequence 6146 (that is, one vertex of degree six, and six of degree four); the blocks 
repeated fewer than 1 times then form a PTS(7, A), whose leave must be either 
A(C3u C,) or AC6. The first graph is not a i-leave for v=7 by Lemma 2.5(iii). In the 
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second, there is an edge of 9 appearing in only one triangle, contradicting Lemma 2.6. 
Hence 99 cannot have seven vertices. But then if b* is not m, or m, + 4, b* > m, + 6. q 
The necessary conditions for v = 5 (mod 6) are more difficult; however, a similar 
strategy suffices. First we note that by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.5(i), 9 has 1 (mod 3) 
edges. Since 9 has minimum degree four, 9 must have at least five vertices and at 
least ten edges. If 9’ is Kg, we must have t = 10 distinct triples of 9, and hence by 
Lemma 2.7, b* = m, + 7. Hence we are concerned with reduced graphs other than KS. 
It is useful to consider the structure imposed on 9 by vertices of degree four. 
Lemma 2.9. Zf ?i # K, has a vertex of degree four which is adjacent to at least three 
other vertices of degree four in 9, then b* 2 m, + 11. 
Proof. Consider a vertex x of degree four in 9’. That the degree of x in $9 is four is 
equivalent to G, having four vertices. Now if G, has four vertices, it is either the 
4-cycle C4 or the complete graph K,. Consider the vertices {a, b, c, d} which are 
adjacent to x in 9. It is evident that G, appears as a subgraph of 9. Hence without loss 
of generality the graph N induced on vertices {a, b, c, d} in Y is one of the following: 
the complete graph Kq, K4 minus the edge {a, c}, or the 4-cycle (a, b, c, d). 
Case 1: N is Kq. 
Without loss of generality, assume that a, b, c each have degree four. Now in 9, 
{a, b, c, d, x} induces a biconnected component which is K,, since d is the only vertex 
possibly having adjacent vertices outside this set. But then the triples containing the 
edges of this K, must partition AK,, and hence there are at least ten such triples. 
Removing the ten edges of the K5 leaves a graph 9’ with minimum degree four, and 
thus at least twelve edges. Hence applying Lemma 2.7, we have b* amu+ 11. 
Case 2: N is K4 minus edge a, c. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that a has degree 4 and consider G,. Vertex a is 
already adjacent to b, d, x and must be adjacent to a fourth vertex. Since this fourth 
vertex must be adjacent to at least two of b, d, x and at least two of them must be of 
degree four, we have that the fourth vertex adjacent to a must be c. But this 
contradicts our assumption that N is missing edge (a, c}. 
Case 3: N is the 4-cycle (a, b, c, d). 
Without loss of generality, suppose that a, b, c each have degree four. Then there 
must be a vertex y adjacent to each of a, b, c, d for each edge to be in at least two 
triangles in 9. It is easily checked that the 4-regular 6-vertex graph on (a, b, c, d, x, y> 
must be partitioned into eight distinct triples accounting for all copies of the twelve 
edges on this set. But there are 1 (mod 3) edges in total; form 9’ from B by removing 
the twelve edges identified. Then 9’ has 1 (mod 3) edges and minimum degree 4. Hence 
applying Lemma 2.7 and induction, we have b* 2 m, + 11. 0 
This lemma gives us some detailed structural information about 9, namely that 
every vertex of degree four can be restricted to be adjacent to at least two vertices of 
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degree exceeding four. We also tighten Lemma 2.7 to eliminate a large number of 
cases in the proof here. To obtain equality in the bound of Lemma 2.7, there must be 
precisely one edge of Y which appears in precisely three distinct triples, and every 
other edge must appear in precisely two distinct triples. In order to tighten the bound, 
we therefore prove the following. 
Lemma 2.10. In a reduced graph 53 with 1 (mod 3) edges, more than one edge appears in 
three distinct triples, or some edge appears in more than three distinct triples. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that {x, y} is the only edge appearing in three distinct 
triples; let {x, y} appear in 3 triples with vertices ul, v2, v3, where {x, y, Vi} is taken as 
a triple Ai times. Now let ,$ = I - Ai. There is at least one edge, {x, Vi} which appears in 
two triples with multiplicities ii and &. Let Hi be the collection of all such edges. NOW 
consider all triples whose multiplicity is Ai or A;, except the triple(s) involving {x, y}, 
and consider the support set of these triples. These triples partition 2Hi, leaving edges 
from {x, y} to the {Uj> once. Then this leave has 0 (mod 3) edges, and all vertex degrees 
even. Since it is a subgraph of KZ, 3, this is a contradiction. 0 
Lemma2.11. Foro=5(mod 6),if b*ESS(u,A), thenb*>m,+7andb*#mu+8,m,+9. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5(i), 9 has 1 (mod 3) edge. Hence since 9 has minimum degree at 
least four, it has at least ten edges. Moreover, combining Lemmas 2.7 and 2.10, 
3 cannot have 25 or more edges if b* <m, + 10. 
If 9 is K,, we have seen that b* = m, + 7. If 3 has six vertices, it has 13 edges; there is 
no such graph with all of its vertex degrees even. If $?? has seven vertices and sixteen 
edges, its degree sequence is 4’6*; Lemma 2.5(iii) eliminates the only graph with this 
degree sequence. There is no graph with seven vertices and nineteen edges which has 
all even vertex degrees. 
If 9 has eight vertices, it could have 16, 19 or 22 edges. In the first case, +Y has degree 
sequence 4’, and is handled by Lemma 2.9. In the case of 19 edges, it has degree 
sequence 6345. There are five isomorphism types of graphs with this degree sequence; 
this can be seen easily by considering the complement graph with degree sequence 
133’. If the complement graph is &UK,, 3, Lemma 2.5(iii) shows that 133 is not 
a i-leave. If the complement graph contains a component which is K2, consider the 
subgraph C of 3 on the remaining six vertices. AC must contain two A-factors whose 
removal leaves a graph which can be partitioned into triangles; however, it is easily 
checked that C is a triangle and a 4-cycle joined at a vertex, and hence has no such 
partitioning. Lemma 2.5(iii) then eliminates two of the candidates which are connec- 
ted. The final possibility for the complement of 3 is depicted in Fig. 1. For B, we get at 
least t 2 16 distinct triples (an easy exercise), and hence by Lemma 2.7 we have 
b*am,+ 10. 
Next we consider 3 with eight vertices and 22 edges. B has degree sequence 6642. 
Two isomorphism types of graphs with this degree sequence exist. The one with 
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Fig. 1. 
complement K 1, 3 u K 1, 3 is eliminated by Lemma 2.5 (iii). The other has a complement 
containing a component which is Kz; as before, we can deduce that the subgraph of 
9 on the remaining six points must contain a triangle, but it does not. 
Turning to nine vertices, Q has at least 19 edges. If it has exactly 19 edges, it is 
handled by Lemma 2.9. If it has 22 edges, it has degree sequence 8247, 816246 or 6445. 
For the first case, there are two isomorphism types. If the graph induced on the seven 
vertices of degree four is a 7-cycle, 23 is not a A-leave by Lemma 2.5(iii). Otherwise the 
graph so induced is a 3-cycle and a 4-cycle. It is easy to verify that for this graph, the 
number of distinct triples is at least 18, and hence b* am,+ 11. 
Next consider degree sequence 816246. Since the vertex of degree 8 is adjacent to 
each other vertex, the four vertices {a, b, c, d) adjacent o a vertex x of degree 4 must 
induce K4 or K,\{a, c}. Now if every vertex of degree 4 is adjacent o all three vertices 
of degree exceeding four, the unique graph which results is eliminated by Lemma 
2.5(iii). Hence we may choose x to have exactly two of {a, b, c, d} of degree exceeding 
four. Then consider the graph N induced on (a, b, c, d}. If N is K4, we may assume 
that c and d have degree four. Then selecting triples involving x, c and d can be done in 
two ways. We can select ten triples and cover all edges on {x, a, b, c, d}, or we can 
select six triples and cover nine of the ten edges, leaving {a, b}. In either case, remove 
the subgraph so covered and apply induction to the remaining graph. Finally, if N is 
K,\{a, c}, we must have a and c of degree exceeding 4, by the same argument as Case 
1 of Lemma 2.9. In this case, however, there is a vertex of degree six which is not 
adjacent to x, b or d, which is a contradiction. 
The final degree sequence for nine vertices is 6445. If all vertices of degree four are 
adjacent to at least three vertices of degree six, Lemma 2.5(iii) is violated. Consider 
a vertex x of degree four with exactly two adjacent vertices of degree six. Let 
{a, b, c, d} be adjacent o x. The graph N induced on {a, b, c, d} must be a 4-cycle, or 
there is no way to have a third vertex of degree six in B. If N is a 4-cycle, however, 
there must be a vertex y adjacent o each of (a, b, c, d}; while y may have degree six, 
one cannot obtain a fourth vertex of degree six as required. Hence this last degree 
sequence has no suitable realization. 
If 9 has at least ten vertices and at most 22 edges, it is handled by Lemma 2.9. Hence 
we have in every case that b*EPS(u, A). 0 
It is interesting to note that using this approach, the reduced graphs which 
correspond to the smallest support sizes are characterized as well. In fact, this lemma 
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proves that the only way to obtain b* <m, + 10 is to have a reduced graph isomorphic 
to Kg, and hence to have a subsystem of order 5. 
2.2. Necessity for even orders 
Although examination of the neighbourhoods (Lemma 2.2) gives s, as a lower 
bound, we require further information about the reduced graph B to eliminate further 
values near the minimum. The primary difference when the order is even is that all 
vertex degrees in 9 are odd (Lemma 2.5(ii)). Lemma 2.6 ensures that there are no 
vertices of degree one, and hence the minimum degree is 3. First we examine the 
structure induced by a vertex of degree 3. 
Lemma 2.12. If x is a degree 3 vertex in 9 adjacent to {a, b, c}, then {x, a, b, c} is 
a complete subgraph of order 4 in 9. 
Proof. Consider the graph G,; it contains a component of size 3 with minimum degree 
2, which is necessarily a triangle (a, b, c}. 0 
Hence we have the following. 
Lemma 2.13. s,#SS(v, A) for u=6, 10 (mod 12), and s,+l$SS(u, 1”) for v=O, 4 
(mod 12). 
Proof. If b* =s,, B is regular of degree three, and each vertex is in a complete 
subgraph of four vertices. Then 9 consists of disjoint copies of K,, and has 0 (mod 4) 
vertices. If b* = s, + 1, 9 has degree sequence 9r3”-‘, 7i5l3”-’ or 533”-3. If 9 has 
a vertex x of degree 5, and G, contains a 5-cycle, by Lemma 2.12 there are at least four 
vertices of degree exceeding three. Otherwise G, contains a vertex of degree four, and 
a similar argument shows that at least four vertices have degree exceeding three. Thus 
the degree sequence is 9l3”- ‘. The only realization of this satisfying the condition of 
Lemma 2.12 has one component which is three K,‘s with a single vertex in common, 
together with (v-10)/4 disjoint K,‘s. In this case, v=2 (mod 4). 0 
When b* =s, +2 and v=O, 4 (mod 6), 9 can be five K4’s with a common element 
together with disjoint K,‘s, or two copies of three K,‘s with a common element 
together with disjoint K,‘s, or one K6 together with disjoint K,‘s. The first of these 
requires at least sixteen elements. The second requires at least twenty-four elements. 
The third can be realized on six elements (using no K4), or on at least eighteen 
elements. Hence none of these can be realized on ten or twelve elements, and we have 
the following. 
Lemma 2.14. 22$SS(10,1), and 3O$SS(12, A). 
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At long last, we turn to the hardest cases, u = 2,8 (mod 12). Our strategy in this case 
is to consider the pairs appearing in at least three distinct triples, and to determine the 
structure on these pairs. Let (V, GY) be a TS(v, 2) (where v=2 (mod 6) in all of the 
ensuing discussion). Form a collection of triples %? by taking each triple appearing 
1, times in $9 twice, and every other triple of W once. %? is a 2-covering of pairs by 
triples. Associated with a 2-covering (V, B) is a multigraph X termed the 2-excess of 
the covering; it is formed by taking Vas the vertex set, and taking edge {x, y} s times in 
X if it appears in 2+s triples of 5?. We abuse terminology somewhat by referring to 
X as the 2-excess of the triple system (I’, %?). 
Elementary counting arguments establish that if X is a 2-excess of a 2-covering on 
u = 2 (mod 6) elements, it must have 1 (mod 3) edges and have even vertex degrees (see, 
for example, [3]). We consider possibilities for the structure of X, and show that in 
each case the possible support sizes appear in PS(o, A). To do this, we consider two 
related graphs. First, we examine X’“, the simple graph underlying X. Second, we 
define a component graph V as follows. Form the closure of the set of triples containing 
edges of X by first taking all triples containing an edge of X, and then repeatedly 
adding all triples sharing an edge with a triple in the set. This set of triples covers every 
pair from Vzero or two times, except the pairs in X. Now form %? by taking each edge 
s- 1 times in %? which appears in s>2 triples of the set. 
The surplus above s, caused by component graph C is easily determined. If % has 
e edges and d odd degree vertices, the triple system has at least s, +re/3 1 -id distinct 
triples. In principle, one could generate all possible component graphs for which this 
value is at most s,+ 8, and thereby verify the necessary conditions. However, this 
computational task is unwieldy. Instead we use this approach to prove the following. 
Lemma 2.15. X has at least ten edges, provided that the triple system has support size at 
most s,+7. 
Proof. !T has 1 (mod 3) edges, and hence we must only eliminate the cases of 1,4 and 
7 edges. Since X has even vertex degrees, it cannot have only one edge. If it has four 
edges, X’ has 1,2, 3 or 4 edges. Similarly, if X has 7 edges, X^” has at least two and at 
most seven edges. Now consider a candidate for X. Any component graph V corre- 
sponding to excess X induces a set of edges (graph) V, and 1%” can be partitioned into 
triples. Since every edge of V not appearing in X” appears in exactly two triples, we 
observe that the triples appearing ,n#iJ. times and those appearing 2 -p times 
contain the same edges of %“\ X”; moreover, they share no edges of X’ since otherwise 
this edge necessarily appears in only two triples. On X’, triples appearing ,U times and 
those appearing 2 -p times induce disjoint subgraphs with the same number of edges 
modulo 3, and the same vertex degrees modulo 2 (an easy counting exercise). Finally, 
taking v to be the minimum number of times that a triple containing an edge of X’” 
appears, we have that all edges appearing in triples repeated I - v times are in V\ X’. 
Remark that triples repeated 32 times provide the only means for obtaining odd 
degree vertices in $9 which are not odd degree in X’; however, the triples repeated 
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+J times cover a simple subgraph of !X, along with both copies of some edges of %?‘/ZY. 
The subgraph of % so covered has even degrees, and it has no multiple edges since 
otherwise the corresponding pair would appear in only two distinct triples. 
At this point, we resort to a tedious exhaustive generation of cases by computer. We 
generate all multigraphs with even vertex degrees and 4 or 7 edges. Most are 
eliminated by applying the arguments above to establish the non-existence of admis- 
sible multiplicities for the blocks involving the edges of X”. In the few cases which 
remain, it is easily established that %? contains too many edges to yield at most s, + 7 
overall. (The minimum is achieved by %=4K2, i.e. two vertices connected by four 
edges; in this case, %? has at least 22 edges, yielding at least s,+S overall). q 
The method of Lemma 2.15 is somewhat brute-force, and is not amenable to the 
consideration of candidates for X with ten edges. Hence we employ Lemma 2.15 in 
a different manner. We form a graph %” which contains %? in the following manner. We 
start with the reduced graph 9 of the TS(u, E.). We know that 9 has odd vertex degrees 
and 1 (mod 3) edges. Combining Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.15, we find that $9 leads to 
a system with at least (s(9)+ lo)/3 distinct triples over and above the minimum m,. 
Now for a graph G, let ad(G) and cd(G) be the number of odd and even degree vertices 
of G, respectively. Define the function 
E(G)+ 10 
f(G)= 3 -f ad(G). 
Initially, we have that the reduced graph 9 requires at least s,+f(s) distinct triples. 
Now $9 has minimum degree 3, and by Lemma 2.12, each degree 3 vertex is in 
a complete subgraph of order four. We now reduce 9J further. If B contains two 
adjacent vertices of degree 3, the 4-vertex complete subgraph to which they belong 
must be taken as four triples each 4 2 times. Remove the six edges of this Z&; remark 
thatf(9) is not decreased in the process. This can be done repeatedly until Y has no 
neighbouring vertices of degree 3; call the resulting graph V’. Now we need only 
consider candidates for %?’ which have 1 (mod 3) edges, any vertex degrees at least 
three, and no two neighbouring degree 3 vertices. 
Lemma 2.16. If b* <s, + 7, b*$SS(q A). 
Proof. We exhaustively generated all graphs G withf(G)d 9, and verified that none 
of them have the property that 1G can be suitably partitioned into triangles. There are 
only six possible degree sequences to be checked here. In total, only four graphs arise 
once we require a realization for the degree sequence with the property that the 
neighbourhood of each vertex have minimum degree two. In each of the four, it 
is straightforward to verify that, although a partition into triples exists, no such 
partition has each edge appearing precisely I times. 0 
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Lemma 2.16 leaves open the cases s, + 7 for v=2 (mod 12) and s,+ 8 for v = 8 
(mod 12). At the present time, we are unable to extend the computational methods 
used in Lemma 2.16 to handle the latter case; however, we can use a combination of 
the previous techniques to handle the remaining case for 03 2 (mod 12). We make 
some simple observations. For %’ to lead to s, + 7 when v ~2 (mod 12), we may 
assume that %’ has 2 (mod 4) vertices of odd degree. An exhaustive generation of 
candidates for %?’ withf(V’) d 9 produced eighteen graphs. For each resulting graph, 
we proceeded as follows. First, all vertices of degree 3 are eliminated, and the three 
edges in the corresponding neighbourhood must now appear in more times. By 
examining the neighbourhood of each remaining vertex in turn, one can then deter- 
mine all possible partitions into triangles. For each of the eighteen candidates, no 
partition leads to at most s,+7 triples. 
A similar strategy could in principle be used to eliminate the last value, s,+8 for 
u E 8 (mod 12); however, although our computational results indicate that this value 
cannot occur, we are unable to guarantee the completeness of the computer search. 
We suspect that the large case analysis by computer is inevitable in establishing 
the necessary conditions, but expect that improvements in the characterization of 
neighbourhoods would simplify the case analysis dramatically. 
3. Recursive constructions 
Our strategy in determining SS(v, 6) is to settle small orders, and apply recursions 
to extend to all values of u. This strategy relies on a rich set of recursions, which we 
develop in this section. We must emphasize that all of the recursions here are known, 
and have been widely used. 
In the recursive methods, it will be useful to consider two combinatorial objects 
used in the construction. A A-factorization of AK, is a partition of its edge set into 
spanning I-regular multigraphs called factors. The support size of a I-factorization is 
the sum over the factors of the number of distinct edges in the factor. Let FS(n, 1) be 
the spectrum of support sizes for A-factorizations of AK,. For every n and 2, FS(n, A) is 
known [4,9, lo]. We state the result for 2=6. 
Lemma 3.1 [lo]. For n > 8, n even, 
FS(n,6)= mn= ; 
i 0 
,..., 3n(n-1) \{m,+l,m,+2,m,+3,m,+5}. 
For n>9, n odd, 
FS(n,6)={s,=in(n+3),...,3n(n-1)). 
FS(4, 6)={6, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18). FS(5, 6)={16, 1840). FS(6, 6)={15, X,23-75). 
FS(7,6)= (30-120, 122, 126). 
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In the recursive constructions, we employ 6-factorizations of graphs other than 
6K,. In general, we do not require a complete determination of the spectrum of 
support sizes for each such graph, but we do require a partial determination. To do 
this, we adapt an approach from [lo]. Define a (a, s)-selection to be a set of v multisets 
of size 6, whose union contains the numbers (7, . . . , v+s- l} each 6 times, and the 
numbers { 1, . . ,6} each 7 -s times. The support size of a selection is taken to be the 
sum over the v multisets of the number of distinct numbers in the multiset. Let ES(u, s) 
be the spectrum of support sizes of (v, s)-selections. In [lo], similar objects called 
‘patterns’ are defined; using the techniques developed for patterns, the following is 
easily proved. 
Lemma 3.2. For u + s >, 6, 
(1) ES(V,~)=ES(V,~)={V ,..., 6v}\{v+l}, and 
(2) ES(V,~)=ES(V,~)={~+~, . . . ,6v}, 
(3) ES(v,3)=ES(~,5)={v+4,...,6v}\{v+5}, 
(4) ES(~,4)={v+3, . . . ,6v}\{v+4}, 
with the exception that 35$ES(6,1) and 35$ES(O,7). 
The application of Lemma 3.2 is as follows. Let G be a v + s - l-regular graph on 2n 
vertices, having a l-factorization F1, . . . , F,+ v _ 1. Let G’ be the multigraph obtained 
by repeating each edge in factor F 1, . . . , F67-s times, and each other edge 6 times. 
Then G’ has a collection of u 6-factors with support size In for every 1t~ES(v, s). 
Lemma 3.2 is useful in the cases when a graph of even order is to be factored. For 
graphs of odd order, we introduce a related object. Define a (0, s)-halfselection, for 
v even and s odd, to be a collection of v multisets each of size 3, so that each of the 
elements (4, . . . , (v+ s - 1)/2} appears 3 times in the sets, and each of the elements 
{ 1,2,3) appears (7-s)/2 times. Let HS(u, s) denote the spectrum of support sizes for 
(v, s)-halfselections. The following is easily proved using the techniques in [lo]. 
Lemma 3.3. For o + s > 7, 
(1) HS(V,~)=HS(V,~)={~ ,..., 3v}\(u+l), 
(2) HS(v,3)=HS(o, 5)={0+2, . . . , 3v}, 
with the exception that 17$HS(6,1) and 174HS(O,7). 
Lemma 3.3 is applied in the same way as Lemma 3.2, but to 2-factorizations rather 
than 1-factorizations. 
Next we develop the recursive constructions, using factorizations and selections, as 
auxiliary objects. 
3.1. Doubling constructions 
We employ a wide variety of doubling constructions. To illustrate the general 
method, it is useful to consider the simplest such construction. 
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Lemma 3.4. Let s~sS(v, A) and rgFS(u+ 1, A). Then r+sESS(2u+ 1, A). 
Proof. Let (V, B) be a TS(v, A) on elements { 1, . . . , u}. Let 9 be a A-factorization with 
support size r of AK, + 1 on disjoint elements (xi, . . . , x,+ 1). F has u factors, F1, . . , F,. 
For each edge {xj, xk} in Fi, form a triple {i, xi, Xj} (we often denote this set of triples 
by i*Fi). The result is a TS(2v+ 1, A) with support size r +s. 0 
Rosa [22] has modified this 2v+ 1 construction in a study of large sets of disjoint 
triple systems. We state a consequence of his 2u+ 1 construction here. 
Lemma 3.5. Let v=l, 3 (mod6), ~21. Thenfor O<A,<v-2 and O<&<v+l, there 
exists a TS(2v+ 1, A, +&) containing a set of v points, for which the triples lying on 
these v points form precisely a TS(v, A,). 
Rosa’s construction yields the following for A=6. 
Lemma 3.6. Let 0<11<6, v- I,3 (mod 6), 037, and seSS(u, A). Zf A=6, we require 
1~29. Then 2u(2u+ l)-Av(v- 1)/6+s~SS(2v+ 1,6). 
Next we turn to doubling construction which allow us to control the congruence 
class modulo 6. 
Lemma 3.7. Let v and m be integers, v + m > 8, v + m even, and 1 <m d 7. Let s~Ss(v, 6) 
and reES(v, m). Let 6 be 0 $m=l, 1 tfm=2, and 6~{1,2} ifma3. Then s+r(v+m)/ 
2+6(v+m)ESS(2v+m, 6). 
Proof. To form the triples of the required triple system, use elements 
lx 1, ... , xv} u (0, . . . , v + m - l}. On the {Xi}, take the triples of a TS(v, 6) with support 
size s. Now on the u+m points, we employ triples using differences 1,2 and 3 as 
follows. If 6 = 0, we take no such triples. If 6 = 1, we take the v + m triples {i, i + 1, i + 3) 
for i=O, . . . , v + m - 1, each m - 1 times. If 6 = 2, we take triples of the form above each 
once, and triples (i, i+ 2, i+ 3) each m-2 times. 
Now form a l-factorization on the v + m points, so that the first six factors cover 
edges of differences 1,2 and 3, and the remaining v + m - 7 factors cover the remaining 
differences. It is well known that since these graphs are cyclic, and each has a good 
difference, they are l-factorable [14,24]. Finally, select a (v, m)-selection with support 
size r, and form v 6-factors from the pairs left on the v + m points, having support size 
r(v + m)/2. Form triples by associating each of the {xi} with one of these 6-factors. 0 
When v +m is odd, the situation is slightly more complicated, but is similar 
nonetheless. 
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Lemma 3.8. Let v and m be integers with v+m>,7, v even, m odd and 1 <m<7. Let 
SESS(V, 6) and rEHS(v,m). Let 6=0 if m=l, and 6~{1,2} if m=3,5,7. Then 
s+r(v+m)+6(u+m)ESS(2u+m, 6). 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.7 to form triples on {xi> and to form 
6(v + m) triples on (0, . . , v + m - l}. At this point, we instead form 2-factors from the 
K u+mon(O,..., v + m - l}, again by 2-factoring the graph on differences 1,2 and 3 and 
then 2-factoring the graph on the remaining differences. Using a (v, m)-halfselection 
with support size r to form triples results in each xi appearing with each element j six 
times as required. 0 
The last case requires a small modification. 
Lemma 3.9. Let v and m be integers, me (2,4,6}, v odd and v + m 2 7. Let SESS(V, 6) and 
rEHS(v-1, m+l). Let 6 be as in Lemma 3.7. Then s+r(v+m)+3(u+m)+6(u+m)E 
SS(2v + m, 6). 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.8. In the last step, only v- 1 6-factors are 
constructed, and the edges of difference 1,2,3 are only covered 5 times in total. Taking 
all remaining edges forms a (simple) 6-factor, which provides the last 6-factor needed, 
and adds 3 (v + m) to the support size. 0 
We have made an effort to present doubling constructions which are both suffi- 
ciently general, and not unnecessarily complicated. We observe, however, that there is 
much latitude in selecting the triples on the points (0, . . , v+m- l}. 
3.2. Group-divisible design constructions 
Rosa and Hoffman [23] made the first major inroads into the support size problem 
for even orders by introducing constructions for certain useful group-divisible designs. 
We recall one of their lemmas here. 
Lemma 3.10 [23]. For u G 2 (mod 6), g E 0 (mod 3) and 4g 2 u + 4, there exists a group- 
divisible design GD(4g -t- u; u, 4; 3) with one group of size u, g groups of size 4, and all 
blocks of size 3. 
Replacing the group of size u by a TS(u, A), each group of size 4 by a TS(4, A), 
and repeating each block of the GDD i times gives a TS(4g+u, A). We rely 
on Lemma 3.10 to construct triple systems with support close to the minimum 
value. 
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4. Parameters for the recursion 
In order to identify the small cases which must be handled separately, we first 
describe the general recursion, based primarily on Lemmas 3.4, 3.7-3.9. We also 
employ the determination of SS(v, 2) by Rosa and Hoffman [23], and the determina- 
tion of SS(v, 3) by Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S]. We also employ the GDDs from 
Lemma 3.10. In Table 1, we list the construction to be applied in each case for 
v (modulo 12). As one would expect, when any of the constructions is applied, one 
assumes that the results for smaller orders provide all of the needed values. Since for 
small orders, there are exceptions, we must deal with the effects of these exceptions in 
the constructions given in the table. 
5. Small orders 
In order to apply the recursions from the previous section, we require the 
determination of support sizes for a number of small orders. We focus on 1=6. 
Table 1 
The recursive constructions applied 
” Construction 
12t 
12t+l 
12t+2 
12t+3 
12t+4 
12t+5 
12t+6 
12t+7 
12t+8 
12t+9 
12t+ 10 
12t + l- 
SS(12t, 2) 
2(6t-2)+4 
2(6t-1)+2 
SS(12t + 1,3) 
2(6t) + 1 
GD(12t + 2; 6t - 10,4; 3), t even 
GD(12t+2; 6t-4,4; 3), t odd 
2(6t)+2 
2(6t+l)+l 
SS(12t+4,2) 
2(6t)+4 
2(6t+1)+2 
SS(12t+5,3) 
2(6t+2)+1 
SS(12t+6, 2) 
2(6t+2)+2 
2(6t+3)+1 
GD(12t+S; 6t-4,4; 3), t even 
GD(12tf8; 6t+2,4; 3), t odd 
2(6t+3)+2 
SS(12t+9,3) 
2(6t+4)+ 1 
SS(12t + 10, 2) 
2(6t+4)+2 
2(6t+5)+1 
Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3.9 
Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 3.10 
Lemma 3.10 
Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3.9 
Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 3.10 
Lemma 3.10 
Lemma 3.9 
Lemma 3.4 
Lemma 3.7 
Lemma 3.4 
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It is an easy exercise to verify that for any integer 12 1, SS(4,21)= (4) and 
SS(5,31)= { lo}. Hedayat and Khosrovshahi [16] have shown that SS(6,6)= 
(10, 14, 16, 17, 19,20}; remark that the necessary conditions also permit (9, 11, 12, 
13, 18) but none of these are realized. Hedayat and Li [17] have shown that SS(7,6)= 
{7,11, 13,14,15,17-33,351; 16 and 34 are not possible. Hedayat and Hwang [15] 
have shown that SS(8,6) = { 22-50,52,56}; 20 is not possible [ 181. Khosrovshahi and 
Mahmoodian [19] have shown that SS(9,6) contains {12,18,20-72); 16 and 19 are 
impossible. 
Now the work begins. 
Lemma 5.1. SS(10,6)=PS(lO, 6)\{22}. 
Proof. Ganter, Giilzow, Mathon and Rosa [13] listed all TS(lO, 2) designs with 
repeated blocks, and in the process established that SS(10,2)= {21,23-30); hence all 
of these values appear in SS(10,6). Lemma 2.14 establishes that 22 is an exception for 
all 1. Khosrovshahi and Mahmoodian [20] settle the remaining cases. 0 
Lemma 5.2. SS(ll, 6)=PS(ll, 6). 
Proof. Lemma 3.4 gives {25,31,33-85) 5 SS(11,3). Khosrovshahi and Mahmoodian 
[20] settle the remaining cases. I7 
Lemma 5.3. SS(12, 6)=PS(12, 6)\{30}. 
Proof. Rosa and Hoffman [23] showed that SS(12,2)= {28,3144) and hence these 
values are in SS(12,6). Lemma 2.14 establishes that 30 is an exception for all A. The 
remaining values are settled in [6]. 0 
Lemma 5.4. SS(13, 6)=PS(13, 6). 
Proof. Colbourn and Mahmoodian [S] showed that SS(13,3)= (26,30,32-78) and 
hence these values are in SS(13,6). Lemma 3.4 gives {4&143, 145, 146) c SS(13,6). 
For the remaining values, we proceed as follows. We employ element set 
(O-6) u {x0, . . . , x5}. Let F,,, . . . , F5 be a 2-factorization of 2K7 on {&6) having no 
repeated edges in a factor. Let H,,, .., , H5 be a 4-factorization of 6K6\(C3uC3) on 
{x 0, ... 9 x5}. We leave as an exercise that this 4-factorization can be chosen with no 
repeated edges, or with exactly three repeated edges, in factors. Next take the 
remaining C3u C3 on {xi} as two triples. Then take a TS(7,4) on {&6}. Then for 
i=o, . ..) 5, take triples X:Fi. Finally, for i=O, . . . ,6, take triples i*Hi. We are free to 
choose the TS(7,4) with any support size from SS(7,4). Hence if soSS(7,4), we have 
that 125+s~SS(13,6) and 128+s~SS(13,6). This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5.5. PS(14, 6)\(45,46,47,48} E SS(14, 6). 
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Proof. First, applying Lemma 3.7 with u = 6 and m = 2, we obtain that {62,66,68-169, 
171, 172) c SS(14,6). This leaves some values near the maximum, and some values 
near the minimum. 
We deal with values near the maximum next. We constuct a TS(14,6) on the 
fourteen points (0, 1,2,3,4,5, a, b, c, d, e,f; x, y>. First let Fi, . . . , F5 be a l-factorization 
of K6 on (0, 1,2,3,4,5}. From triples by taking x*F1, x*Fz, y*F3, y*F4, a*F5, b*F1, 
c*Fz, d*F3, e*F4 and f *F5. Next let Gi, . . . , G5 be a l-factorization of K6 on (a, b, c, 
d,e,f}. Form triples by taking x*G1,x*Gz,x*G3,y*Gq,y*Gs and y*G1. Next 
choose any 4-factorization H 1, . . , H5 of 4K6 on {a, b, c, d, e, f}. Set H,,=GzuG3u 
G4uGg. For i=O, 1,2, define 
Ni=HiU{ {x, Y}, {X, a}, (x9 b}, (X2 c>, {.Y, d}, {Y, e>, {Yyf)}; 
for i = 3,4,5 define 
Ni=Hiu{{x,.Y}, {Y,Q}, (Y, b}, {Ytc}, {Td}, {Te), {%f>>. 
Then form triples i*Ni for i = 0, . . . , 5. Finally add the triples of a TS(6,4) on (0, 1,2,3, 
4,5}. It is straightforward to verify that this is a TS(14, 6). Since we can choose 
a TS(6, 4) with any support size from { 10, 14, 16,20} [16], and a 4-factorization of 4K6 
with any support size from {15,21,23-60) [lo], we have that (127,131,133, 
135-182) s SS(14,6). 
Now we deal with values near the minimum. Many of the cases are dealt with using 
the following construction. Form a TS(14,6) on elements (xij: i=O, 1,2,3, j=O, 1,2} 
~{a, b}. On {a, b, ~00, ~10, ~0, ~30) form a TS(66). On {a, b, xoit xii, xzi, xai} for 
i= 1,2, form a set of triples which cover each pair six times, except {a, b} which is 
uncovered. This can be done with 12 or with 16 distinct triples. What remains is the 
edges of K,, 4,4, each six times, Form 16 triples from a Latin square of order 4, and 
repeat each six times. For s~SS(6,6), we obtain support sizes 4O+s, 44+s and 48 + s 
from this construction. Hence we have (50, 54, 56-61) c SS(14,6). 
Next we form a TS(14, 6) with support size 49 as follows: 
Blocks repeated twice: 
abc abd abe acd ace ade bed bee bde cde 
Blocks repeated three times: 
057 138 246 a05 a07 a57 al3 al8 a38 a24 a26 a46 b67 b68 b78 c67 ~68 ~78 
d14 d17 d47 e14 e17 e47 
Blocks repeated six times: 
048 156 237 b01 b25 b34 co3 cl2 ~45 d06 d28 d35 e02 e36 e58 
Now in this TS(14, 6), we may replace one copy of the blocks b01, b25, b34, ~03, ~12, 
~45 by the blocks b03, b12, b45, ~01, ~25, c34 to obtain support size 55. We can instead 
replace blocks a07, abd, lob, 17d by blocks 107, lbd, aOb, a7d once to obtain support 
size 53, or twice to obtain support size 52. Finally, we can replace blocks 12c, 138,237, 
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7%~ three times by blocks 123, 18c, 27c, 378 to obtain support size 51. Hence this 
example establishes that (49, 51, 52, 53, 55} c SS(14,6). 0 
Lemma 5.6. SS(15, 6)=PS(15, 6). 
Proof. Lemma 3.4 with v= 7, using results for FS(8,6) from Lemma 3.1, gives {35,39, 
41-203) c SS(15,6). L emma 3.5 with 1=5 gives {204-208,210) G SS(15,6). Finally, 
Lemma 3.5 with A=3 gives 209ESS(15,6). 0 
Lemma 5.7. SS(16, 6)=PS(16,6). 
Proof. SS(16,2)= {48,50-96) [23]. Applying Lemma 3.9 with v= 7 and m = 2, we 
obtain that { 115,119,121-231,233) G SS(16,6). First, to handle the remaining values 
near the maximum, we develop an embedding of a TS(7,4) in a TS(16,6). We form the 
system on elements {&6, a-i}.We form triples as follows: 
a01 a12 a23 a34 
b01 b12 b23 b34 
~02 cl3 ~24 c35 
d02 d13 d24 d35 
e03 e14 e25 e36 
fO3 j-14 f25 f36 
adg afh aei beh 
cdh ceg abd bee 
cdf abe bcf acd 
abc def 
a45 a56 a06 
b45 b56 b06 
c46 co5 cl6 
d46 d05 d16 
e04 e15 e26 
f04 f15 f26 
bdi bfg cfi 
acf aed bef 
bde cef adf 
Next we form triples involving &6 and edges from {u-i} as follows. For each element 
from O-6, we list pairs appearing in triples with the element: 
0: ae af ag ai bd bf bg bh cd ce ch ci dg dh eh ei fgfi gh gi hi 
1: ae uf ag ah bd bf bh bi cd ce cg ci dg di eg eh fhJi gh gi hi 
2: ae af ah ai bd bf bg bi cd ce cg ch dh di eg ei dh di gh gi hi 
3: ad ag ah ai be bg bh bi cf cg ch ci dg dh di eg eh ei fg fh ji 
4: ab ac ag ah bc bh bi cg ci de df dg dh ef eh ei fg j gh gi hi 
5: ab ac ag ai bc bg bh ch ci de df dg di ef eg eh fh ji gh gi hi 
6: ab ac ah ai bc bg bi cg ch de df dh di ef eg ei fgfh gh gi hi 
Finally we add the blocks of a TS(7,4) on (O-6). For s~SS(7,4), this gives 
212+s~SS(16,6). Since SS(7,4)= (7,11,13-15,17-28) [17], this constructs the larger 
values required. 
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Next we handle values in the middle interval. Form three TS(6,6)‘s which share 
a single element in common. Then the remaining pairs are the edges of Kg, 5, 5. Now 
using Latin squares of order 5, 6K 5, 5,5 can easily be covered with 55 or with 
65 distinct triples. Hence if si, s2, s,~SS(6,6), 55+s1 +s,+s3&S(16, 6) and 
65+s1 +sZ+sJ&S(16, 6). This gives {85,89,91-125) sSS(16, 6). 0 
Lemma 5.8. SS(17,6)=PS(17, 6). 
Proof. SS(17,3)={52, 55-136) [S]. Applying Lemma 3.4 with v=8 gives 
(66272) c SS(17,6), and hence all values in PS(17,6) are constructed. 0 
Lemma 5.9. SS(18,6)=PS(18, 6). 
Proof. SS(18,2)= (61-102) [23]. Applying Lemma 3.7 with v=8 yields {97-300,302, 
306) E SS(18,6). The four exceptions left by this construction are easily settled by 
modifying the eight 6-factors to include 1, 2, 3 or 5 repeated edges; we leave this as 
a simple exercise. 0 
Lemma 5.10. SS(19, 6)=PS(19, 6). 
Proof. The general construction specified for v= 7 (mod 12), namely Lemma 3.4, 
establishes that SS(19,6)= (57,61,63-342) despite the exception in SS(9,6) (since 
there are no missing values in FS(lO, 6)). 0 
Lemma 5.11. SS(20, 6)=PS(20, 6). 
Proof. Since there is a GDD with one group of size 8, three groups of size 4, 
and fortyeight blocks of size 3 (by Lemma 3.10), we have that for s~SS(8,6), 
6O+s&S(20,6). Hence {82-110,112,116} s SS(20,6). Now applying Lemma 3.7 with 
v = 8 and m = 4 yields { lOO_362,364,368} c SS(20,6). Applying Lemma 3.9 with v = 9 
and m=2 yields { 166,172,174380} E SS(20,6). 
We have handled all values in PS(20,6) except 80, the minimum. To construct 
a TS(20,6) with support size 80, we proceed as follows. Let the 20 elements be 
{xij: i=O, . . . ,3,j=O, . . . ,4}. On (~00, ~01, xoZ, x03, x04}, form a TS(5,6) with support 
size 10. Forj=O, 1, 2, 3, 4, on {xoj, xlj, Xzj, X,j>, form a TS(4,6) with support size 4. 
Next form triples {xoj, xi,j+l, xi,j+b} and (xoj, xi,j+z, xi,j+3} for j=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 
i = 1, 2, 3, each six times, reducing subscripts modulo (4, 5) as needed, Finally take 
triples {x1, j, x2, j+k, x3, j+2k } for j=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 and k = 1, 2, 3, 4 each six times (again 
reducing subscripts modulo (4, 5)). In the process, we used 10 blocks in a TS(5,6), 20 
blocks in TS(4,6)‘s, 30 other blocks with elements {Xoj}, and 20 blocks to complete. 
Hence 80~SS(20, 6). 0 
Lemma 5.12. SS(21, 6)=PS(21, 6). 
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Proof. SS(21,3)= (70, 74, 76-210) [S]. Using Lemma 3.4, (98,100-420} G SS(21,6). 
(Again, the missing value in SS( 10,6) does not cause an omission in the application of 
Lemma 3.4.) 0 
Lemma 5.13. SS(22, 6) = PS(22,6). 
Proof. SS(22,6) = (89-154) [23]. Lemma 3.7 with v= 10 and m=2 yields { 123, 
125-462) c SS(22,6). 0 
Lemma 5.14. SS(26, 6) = PS(26, 6). 
Proof. Applying Lemma 3.7 with u= 12 and m=2 gives {161, 164-650) G SS(26,6). 
Next we modify the technique of Lemma 3.9 to apply a 2.11+ 4 construction. To 
do this, we observe that KI5 has a partition into seven 2-factors, two of which are five 
triangles, and five of which are C3 u C6 v Cg . We form such a factorization in Z3 x Z5. 
The first factor composed of triangles is { { (0, i), (1, i), (2, i)} : i = 0, . . . ,4}. The second 
factor of triangles is { ((0, i), (1, i+ l), (2, i+ 2)): i=O, . . . ,4} (with addition modulo 
(3,5)). The five remaining factors are then 
{(W), (Lj+2), (2j+4)), ((O,j+ l), (O,j+$ C&j), (2,j+3), (l,j), (l,j+4)), 
((OJ+% (O,j+3), C&j+ l), P,j+% (Lj+3), (Lj+ 1))) 
for j= 0, . . . ,4. We use this factorization as follows. Take each triangle in the first 
factor as a block six times. Take each triangle in the second factor as a block three 
times. With one of the eleven elements up the subdesign of order 11, form triples using 
three copies of the second factor. Repeat each edge in the remaining five factors six 
times, and form ten 6-factors each with nine distinct edges. With the ten remaining 
points in the subsystem, form triples with these ten 6-factors. The number of blocks so 
constructed is as follows. From the last ten 6-factors, 90 blocks are constructed. The 
eleventh point in the subsystem is in 15 distinct blocks. The factors of triangles define 
ten additional blocks. Hence for s~SS(11,6), we have 115+s~SS(26, 2). Hence 
{ 140,143-225) E SS(22,6). 
Thus far, we have embedded subsystems of orders 12 and 11 in a TS(26,6). Next we 
develop an embedding of a sybsystem of order 10. Label the 26 elements as 
{x 0, ... 2 X4}U{yij: i=O, 1, 2;j=O,... ,6}. We describe the construction step by step. 
(1) Form a TS(5,6) on the (xi}. 
(2) For j=O, 1, 2, 3, form a TS(4, 6) on {Xj, Yoj, Ylj, Yzj>. 
(3) Form a TS(lO, 6) on xq and {Yij: i=O, 1, 2;j=4, 5, 6). 
(4) Form triples involving xq and the pairs {Yio, Yi,} and (Yi2, Yi3) for i=O, 1, 2. 
(5) For i=O, 1,2 and j=O, 1,2,3, form triples involving Xj and the pairs 
{Yi,j+ 1, Yi4), {Yi, j+Z9 YiS} and {Yi,j+3, Yi6) (reducing j+l,j+2,j+3 modulo 4 if 
needed). 
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(6) Forj=O, 1, 2, 3, take triples (yo,i, yr,i+l,yz,i+2}. 
(7) Finally, for each of the nine elements {Yij: i=O, 1,2;j=4,5,6}, we list the 
remaining pairs to be used in forming triples with this element: 
YO4 YlO~yl3 yll,Yl2 Y2O,Y23 Y2l,Y22 
Y14 YOO,YO2 YOl>YO3 Y209y22 YZl,Y23 
Y24 YOO>YO3 YOl,YO2 YlO,YlZ Yll~Yl3 
yO5 YlO>YZZ Yll~Y23 Y12>Y20 Yl3~Y21 
YO6 YlO~y23 Yll>Y20 Yl27Y21 Y13~Y22 
Yl5 YOO,YZl YOl>Y22 YO2~y23 YO3~y20 
Y16 YOO,Y23 YOl,Y20 YO2,YZl YO3,Y22 
Y25 YOOTY12 Yo19Y13 YOZ?YlO Yo3, Yll 
Y26 YOOvY13 YOl,YlO YO2,Yll YO3,YlZ 
Each block in (4)-(7) is taken six times. It is an easy matter to verify that this is 
a TS(26, 6). If in step (2), a TS(l0, 6) is chosen with support size s, then we have 
108 +seSS(26,6). Hence (129, 131-142) E SS(26,6). 
The only remaining value is 130. We settled this case by computer search as follows. 
First we generated apartial triple system of order 8 having leave 6K3, 3 and having 16 
distinct triples; hence it partitions 6(K,\K3, 3). We add three TS(4,6) designs, sharing 
three disjoint pairs from the K 3, 3; then we add three disjoint TS(4,6)‘s. We have 
a total of 8 + 6 + 12 = 26 points; the pairs remaining must be partitioned into triples. 
To do this, we employed an heuristic method of Colbourn and Mathon [7]. We 
present he entire system here, on symbols (a, b, . . . , z}: 
Blocks repeated twice: 
ayz iyz qyz aiy aqy iqy aiz aqz iqz aiq 
Blocks repeated three times: 
bjy bry jry bjz brz jrz abc abd acd bed efg efh egh fgh ijk ijl ikl jkl mno mnp 
mop nop qrs qrt qst rst uvw uvx uwx vwx 
Blocks repeated six times: 
aev afu agx ahj akr alm ant aos apw bes bft bgi bho bkw bln bmx bpu bqv 
cet efx cgs chk tin cjw clv cmy coz cpq cru der dfl dgo dhs dit djp dkq dmv 
dnu dwz dxy eix ejn ekm ely eow epz equ fio fjs fkp fmr fny fqw fvz gju gky 
glw gmq gnr gpv gtz hiu hlx hmz hnq hpy hrw htv imw ips irv jmt jov jqx 
knv kot ksx kuz loq Ipr lsz ltu msu nsw nxz orx ouy ptx svy twy 
This is a TS(26, 6) with support size 130, as required. 0 
Lemma 5.15. PS(32, 6) E SS(32, 6). 
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Proof. There is a GDD with one group of size 8, six groups of size 4, and 144 blocks of 
size 3. Hence we have (190-224) E SS(32,6). Applying Lemma 3.7 with U= 14 and 
m = 4 yields all values from 225 up to 938. Applying Lemma 3.9 with u = 15 and m = 2 
yields (375, 379, 381-992) E SS(32,6). 
The only value missing is 188. To handle this last value, we proceed as follows. Let 
the elements be {x0, . . , Xl,}U{Yij: i=O, 1, 2, 3;j=O, 1, 2, 3, 4). Place a TS(12, 6) on 
the {Xi}. Place a TS(5, 6) on the (yoj}. For j=O, 1,2,3,4, place a TS(4, 6) on {yij: i=O, 
1,2, 3). Next form triples {ylj, yz,j+l, Ys,j+z) and {ylj, yz,j+4> Ys,j+j} for j=O, L2, 
3,4, reducing subscripts mod 5 as required; repeat each such triple six times. Finally, 
the pairs remaining on the { yij} form a 1Zregular graph; it is an easy exercise to verify 
that this graph has a 2-factorization in which each 2-factor is Cl0 u ClO. Hence we can 
form 12 6-factors from six copies of this graph in which each 6-factor has only ten 
distinct edges. Associating each of the {xi} with the edges of one of the 6-factors in 
triples yields a TS(32, 6). Moreover, if s~SS(12,6), we have that 16O+seSS(32,6). 
Hence 188~SS(32,6) as required. q 
Lemma 5.16. SS(38, 6)=PS(38, 6). 
Proof. There is a GDD with one group of size 14, six groups of size 4, and 192 blocks 
of size 3. Hence for s~SS(14, 6), s+216~SS(38,6). Applying Lemmas 3.9 (2. 17+4) 
and 3.7 (2.18 + 2) yields all values from 399 to 1406. Hence we need only construct he 
support sizes 216+s for s$SS(14,6). Hence we must produce the values ~~~+r, rE(8, 
9,10, ll}. For re(8, 10, ll}, we proceed as follows. Take each of the following blocks 
six times: 
aiv ajF akx alK amr anp aou aqC asA atJ awB ayG azD aEL AH1 bfL bgH 
bhG blz bmC bnt bo1 bpv bqw brF bsD buK bxB byE bAJ cfC cgt thy ciF 
cjD ckw cov cps cqE crG cul cxA CZJ cBK cHL dfs dgL dhA diw djC dkE 
dlu dmt dny drK dvJ dxH dzB dDF dG1 efG eg1 ehJ eiK ejE ekq elD emB 
enL eoA epF eCH fio fjv fku flw fmz fnB fpJ fqy frH ftD fxF fA1 fEK giJ gju 
gkr glo gmw gns gpx gqA gvG gyB gzF gCK gDE hiu hjq hkL hlp hmx hnv 
how hr1 hsC htK hzE hBF hDH ilA imH inx ipG iqD irL isB itE iyC iz1 jlt 
jmp jnz joB jrA jsH jwL jxJ jyI jGK kls kmK knG koF kpt kvA kyD kzC 
kB1 kHJ 1qL 1rB 1vE 1xIlyH 1CG 1FJ moL mqu ms1 mvD myF mAG mEJ 
noC nqr nuH nwJ nAE nDK nF1 orD osE otH oxK oyJ ozG prE puA pwC 
pyK pzL pBH pD1 qsK qt1 qvF qxG qzH qBJ rCJ sFL sGJ tAF tBG tCL 
uBE uCF uDJ uGL vBL vC1 vHK wAH wDG wE1 wFK xCE xDL yAL 
zAK 
Place TS(4, 6) designs on each of the following 4-subsets of elements: {a, f, g, h), 
{b, i, j, k}, {c, 1, m, n}, {d, o, P, s}, {A, B, C, D}, (6 F, G H) and {I, J, K L). Place 
a TS(5, 6) on elements {a, b, c, d, e}. The resulting collection of triples contains all 
pairs six times, except precisely those on the set of ten points {e, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z}. 
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Placing a TS(10,6) on these points having support size 21,23 or 24 gives a TS(38,6) 
with support size s38 +r, r~(8, 10, ll}. 
For s38 + 9, we instead take the following blocks six times each: 
aim ajD akB alC any ao1 apH aqu arL asE atx avJ awG azK aAF bfA bgy 
bhE blo bmv bnF bp1 bqr bsL btH buD bwC bxJ bzG bBK cfq cgx chJ cis 
cjw ckL cou cpD crH ct1 cvA cyG czB cCF cEK dfj dgw dhy diA dkK dlz 
dmE dnG drC dsv dtu dxH dBL dD1 dFJ efI egz ehK eiL ejE ekC elx emF 
enD eoy epv eqB euA ewH eGJ fil fkH fmz fnC foL fpt fru fsF fvE fwJ fxB 
fyK fDG giD gjB gkA glG gmL gnJ goH gpu gqs grK gtE gvC gF1 hiu hj1 
hko hlA hmw hnq hps hrB htC hvL hxG hzH hDF inE ior ipw iqJ ity ivK 
ixC izF iBG iH1 jly jmq jnu joF jpA jrx jsz jtK jvH jCJ jGL kID kmu knz 
kpJ kqF krG ksy ktw kv1 kxE 1pK lqv h-w 1sJ 1tF 1uIlBH 1EL mox mpG mr1 
msA mtB myJ mCH mDK not npr nsH nvB nwL nx1 nAK OSC ovG owK 
ozA oBJ ODE pxF pyB pzL pCE qtL qwE qxA qyC qzD qG1 qHK rvF ryA 
rzE rDJ suG swD sxK sB1 tvD tzJ tAG uBE uCL uFK uHJ wA1 wBF xDL 
yDH yE1 yFL zC1 AEJ AHL CGK 
TS(4,6)‘s are placed as above, and also on {e, r, s, t}. A single TS(.5,6) is placed on 
(a, b, c, d, e}. What remains is precisely the pairs on {u, v, w, x, y, z}. Placing a TS(6, 6) 
on these points with support size 10 gives a TS(38,6) with support size s38 + 9. 0 
Lemma 5.17. PS(50, 6) E SS(50, 6). 
Proof. As in Lemma 5.16, we need only construct the TS(50,6)‘s with support sizes 
s5,, +1 for 1~(8,9,10, ll}. We employ a very similar strategy; in each case, we add 
twelve new elements with four TS(4,6)‘s on (M, N, 0, P}, {Q, R, S, T} and {U, V, W, 
X}; otherwise the construction are identical. For the first, we employ the following 
blocks six times each. 
aiV ajT akA alD amJ anp aoU aqw arE asQ atF auH avP axB ayG azX aCL 
aIN aK0 aMR aSW bfB bgx bhF blp bmS bns bo1 bqP brN btW buA bvL 
bwR byK bzE bCG bDH bJ0 bMU bQV bTX cfP cgv chr cix cjE ckw CON 
cpu cqU csM ctV cyQ CZC cAW cBT cDK cFJ cGS cHX cIR cL0 dfF dgL 
dhV diQ djS dkz dlT dmt dnW drR dsN duo dvJ dw1 dxE dyD dAM dBX 
dCU dGP dHK efm egE ehX eiC ejB ekn elq eoH epK eAF eDQ eGL eIU 
eJT eMW eNR eOV ePS fil fjQ fkt flN fnU fov fpL fqA frH fsW fuS fwC fxG 
fy0 fzD fER fJV fKX fMT giy gjz gkr glM gms gnA gow gpP gqS gtQ guD 
gBG gCT gFX gHU gIV gJN gKW gOR his hjW hku hlz hmT hnG hot hpC 
hqN hvA hwB hxQ hyR hD0 hEU hHL hIM hJS hKP ilo imB inq ipX irD 
itA iuL ivK iwM izW iES iFR iGJ iH0 iNT iPU jl1 jmo jny jpH jqJ jrU js0 
jtR juX jvF jwV jxD jAP jCK jGM jLN kly kmp koX kqB ksE kvD kxJ 
kCW kFN kG1 kHP kKV kLS kMQ kOT kRU 1rV 1sH It0 IuB 1vC 1wF 1xP 
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1AR 1EK IGX 1JW 1LQ 1SU mqE mrL muR mvW mwP mxA myM mzG 
mCN mDX mFK mHV mIQ mOU nor nt1 nuM nvQ nw0 nxC nzJ nBK 
nDL nET nFP nHN nRX nSV osJ ouK OXL oyW ozM oAG oBS oC0 oDR 
oEQ OFT oPV prW psB ptG pvT pwU pxS pyV pzQ PAN pD1 pE0 pFM 
pJR qr1 qsK qtL quV qv0 qxT qyF qzH qCM qDG qQX qRW rA0 rBJ 
rCF rGT rKS rMX rPQ SAT sCX sDU sFL sGV sIS sPR tBE tCH tDP tJU 
tKT tMS tNX uC1 uEW uFQ uGN uJP uTU vBU vEV vGR vHM vIX 
vNS wAJ wDE wGK wHT wLW wNQ wSX xFU xHR xIW xKM xNV 
x0X yAX yBP yCS yEN yHJ yIT yLU zAU zBN zFV ZIP zKR zLT zOS 
AEI AHS AKQ ALV BFW BHI BLR BMV BOQ CEP CJQ CRV DFS 
DJM DNW DTV EJX ELM FIO GOW GQU HQW KNU LPX PTW 
For sso +9, we employ the following blocks each six times. 
aiM ajV akl amv anX aoS apD aqN arw asE atW auP axT ayU azC aA aBJ 
aFL aGR aHQ aK0 bfI bgu bhS bly bmG bnz boP bpJ bq0 brR bsK btU 
bvM bwD bxB bAE bCF bHT bLX bNW bQV cfz cg1 chF tit cjD ckJ cox 
cpG cqV crW csS cuX CVC cwK cyR cAH cBT cEM cLP cNU cOQ dfQ dgy 
dhm dix djH dkt dlu dnU drE dsG dvK dwL dzF dAX dBW dCP dD1 dJT 
dMR dNV dOS efj egU ehH eip eko elN emQ enR eqz euT evB ewA exX 
ey0 eCW eDM eEK eF1 eGL eJV ePS fir fkv flS fmH fnt foG fpV fqD fsN 
fu0 fwE fxJ fyP fAL fBF fCT fKU NW fRX giK gjN gkR glq gmC gnT goA 
gpW grL gsP gtw gvG gxH gzB gDQ gES gFV gJM gOX hiy hjt hkM hlv 
hnB ho1 hpC hqJ hrX hsV huw hwR hxN hzA hDK hEQ hGT hL0 hPU il1 
imR inV ioW iqB isC iuG ivP iwF izL iAQ iDS IEJ iHU iNX iOT jlR jmp 
jnM joz jqU jrK jsF juA jvJ jwG jx1 jyT jBS jCE jLQ jOW jPX kmq knG 
kpx krA ks0 kuE kwB kyX kzD kCH kFP kIU kKN kLT kQW kSV 1oV 
lpz 1rG 1sH 1tB IWO 1xD 1AK 1CJ 1ET 1FU 1LW 1MX 1PQ moT mrV msJ mtL 
muS mw1 mxU myD mz0 mAN mBX mEP mFM mKW noL npu nqS nrH 
nsx nv1 nwN nyK nAF nCQ nDP nE0 nJW ory osU otR ouK ovN owM 
oBE oC0 oDJ oFQ oHX prT psX ptN pvH pwU pyQ PAM pBL PER pFS 
pI0 pKP qrx qsA qty quQ qvL qwH qCR qEX qFW qGP qIT qKM ruC 
rvQ rzJ rBM rDF rIP rNS rOU suD svW swT syB szM sIQ sLR tuM tvX 
txF tzQ tAJ tCK tD0 tE1 tGV tHS tPT uBU uFR uH1 uJN uLV vAS vDE 
vF0 vRV vTU wCV wJS wPW wQX xAP xCL xEV xGW xKS xMQ xOR 
yAG yCM yEW jFJ yHN yIV yLS zEU zGS zHW zIX zKT zNR zPV AOV 
ARU ATW BGO BHP BIR BKV BNQ CGU CIN CSX DGN DHV DLU 
DRW DTX ELN FKX FNT GIM GJX GKQ HJO HKR HLM ISW JPR 
JQU MSU MTV 
The verification that the required TS(50,6)‘s result is straightforward. 0 
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6. Putting the pieces together 
With the small cases in hand, we are now in a position to apply the recursions 
specified in Section 4 in order to complete the determination. 
Main Theorem. For q(6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14}, PS(u, 6) G SS(u, 6). 
Proof. We establish that theorem by induction on v, considering congruence classes 
for v. First consider v z 3 (mod 4) and write v = 2w + 1. By Lemmas 5.2,5.6 and 5.10 we 
may assume that ~223. Thus w> 11 and w is odd, so SS(w, 6)=PS(w, 6). Moreover 
ws 5 (mod 6) if and only if v= 11 (mod 12); thus applying Lemma 3.4, we have that 
SS(v, 6)= PS(v, 6). 
Next consider v 3 1 (mod 4); again write v = 2w + 1. By Lemmas 5.4, 5.8 and 5.12 we 
may assume that ~225. By Theorem B, SS(v, 3)=PS(v, 3) and hence all values in 
PS(v, 6) up to i v(v- 1) appear in SS(v, 6). For larger values, since w > 12, we have that 
s, + 12, . . . ) w(w-1) E SS(w, 6); hence applying Lemma 3.4 we obtain all values 
from & (2~’ + 13~ + 153) to the maximum. For v > 25, fi (2v2 + 13v + 153) is less than 
4 v(v - l), so all required values are produced. 
For v 3 0 (mod 12), v = 12t, we may assume t > 2 by Lemma 5.3. Theorem A deter- 
mines SS(v, 2) and handles all values in SS(v, 6) up to 48t2-4t. Lemma 3.7 
(2(6t - 2) + 4) handles values (24t2 + lot + 6, . . . , 144t2- 18t-2) at least, and Lemma 
3.9 (2(6t-1)+2) handles {24t2+27t+ 14, . . . , 144t2 - 12t). Every value in SS(v, 6) is 
produced at least once by these constructions. The case v 3 4 (mod 12) is similar, with 
v= 16 handled by Lemma 5.7. 
For vr2 (mod 12), v= 12t +2, we may assume t 2 5 by Lemmas 5.5,5.14, 5.16 and 
5.17. We first apply Lemma 3.10 to form a GDD with a group of size 6t - 10 or 6t - 4, 
depending on whether t is even or odd. In either case, this large group has size at least 
26. Thus when t is even, all values in SS(v, 6) up to 54t2 - 96t + 98 are handled, and 
when t is odd, all values up to 54t2 - 36t + 20 are handled. In either case, Lemma 3.7 
(2(6t) + 2) gives values {24t2 + 29t + 2, . . . , 144t2 + 36t+2}, and hence all values in 
SS(v, 6) are constructed. 
For v = 6 (mod 12), 0 = 12t + 6, we may assume t2 2 by Lemma 5.9. SS(v, 2) handles 
all values up to 48t2 +44t + 10. Lemma 3.7 (2(6t +2) + 2) handles at least 
{24?+47t+31, . ..) 144t 2 + 132t + 30}, and hence all required values are constructed. 
The case when v- 10 (mod 12) is similar, with v= 10 and 22 handled by Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.13. 
For v = 8 (mod 12), v = 12t + 8, we may assume that t 2 3 by Lemmas 5.11 and 5.15. 
For t even, Lemma 3.10 handles all values up to 54t2 + 8t + 32; for t odd, we obtain all 
values up to 54t2 + 48t + 14. Lemma 3.9 (2(6t + 3) + 2) then handles all values from 
{42tZ+59t+21, . ..) 144t2 + 180t + 56). This handles all required values for t 2 3 
(when t = 4, each required value is constructed exactly once). 
This completes the proof. 0 
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We should remark that for values which are neither near the minimum nor near the 
maximum, Lemmas 3.4,3.7,3.8 and 3.9 can all be used effectively; we have chosen a set 
of constructions to apply which is by no means the only set which suffices. 
7. A connection with pairwise balanced designs 
A pairwise balanced design PBD [o, K] is a v-set of elements and a set g of subsets of 
the elements, called blocks, so that each 2-subset of elements appears in precisely one 
block, and the size of each block is in K. Given a pairwise balanced design g on 
u elements with block sizes K, there is a simple way in which a TS(v, 6) can be 
constructed. For each block BEG of size k, place the triples of a TS(k, 6) on the 
corresponding k elements. The result is a TS(v, 6) whose support size is the sum of the 
support sizes of the triple systems used to replace the blocks. 
This suggests a method for producing triple systems with small support size. Given 
an order u, form a PBD[u, {3,4,5}]; this is the smallest set of block sizes which will 
suffice for all v> 14. Then apply the construction above to form a TS(v, 6). If the PBD 
has bi blocks of size i, we must have that the total number of pairs equals 
3b3 +6b,+ 10b5, while the support size is b3 +4b4+ lobs. For this construction, 
minimum support size is therefore achieved by maximizing, if possible, the number of 
blocks of size 3, and then those of size 4. Remarkably, a careful examination of the 
proofs given shows that for v#6, 8, 14, the minimum support size achieved by this 
simple construction is precisely the minimum support size which can be achieved by 
any construction (remark that for v~(6, 8, 14) the required PBD does not exist). 
Viewed in this light, Lemmas 3.10, 5.11, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17 together with 
earlier results of Rosa and Hoffman [23] can be used to establish the following: 
Theorem 7.1. For v > 3, v${6,8, 14}, there is a PBD[v, {3,4,5)] with bi blocks ofsize i, 
i = 3, 4, 5, where 
b = 0 if v=O, 1 (mod3), 
5 
i 1 if v-2 (mod 3) 
and 
b4= 
VI4 if us0 (mod 4), 
(v+2)/4 if ~52 (mod4). 
Substituting triple systems with 3,4 and 5 elements for the blocks leads to the 
minimum values permitted in PS(v, 6). 
8. Concluding remarks 
Necessary conditions have been essentially determined for triple systems with all 
values of 1. With the results on A=6 developed here, there is every reason to expect 
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that the necessary conditions are also sufficient. The techniques used and developed 
here make it a simple exercise to determine SS(v, 2) for any small value of II. In 
particular, with the available results for small values, a complete determination for 
1E{4, 5, 7) is easy. 
Nevertheless, the extension to all values of 2 appears to remain difficult. The 
problem in part is that the recursions employed here all result in larger v but the same 
1, except for Rosa’s construction (Lemma 5.5). Recursive constructions are sorely 
needed which increase u and 2 at the same time. One suspects that determining the 
values near the minimum is the more complex problem, but our Main Theorem settles 
values near the minimum for every 2. 
The connection with pairwise balanced designs also warrants further study. It may 
be possible to simplify the proof of the necessary conditions if this connection can be 
well explained. Moreover, the relation with PBDs may also be useful in addressing 
further problems on support sizes. One main stumbling block remains here, namely 
that usual constructions of PBDs do not maintain control over the number of blocks 
of each size. Hence the study of pairwise balanced designs with stipulations on the 
number of blocks of each size is of interest. 
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